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A&E has marketed The Devil Next Door as a documentary, calling the production an “original
docu-series”3 in a recent announcement. A&E explained that the series was intended to
“provide a voice to the former members” and purports to “chronicle their tireless efforts” to
get others to leave Word of Faith.4 Now knowing the full story that participants in the A&E
documentary were paid, viewers will never know whether what is expressed in the series by
paid participants is the truth or merely exaggerated or fabricated tales of opportunity seekers
telling filmmakers the sensational tidbits they think an audience wants to hear.
Industry practice for documentary filmmaking eschews payments to participants for good
reason. Participants who are paid tend to tell the filmmaker what they want to hear. Don’t
just take our word for it. Jon Else, director of the documentary program at University of
California at Berkeley's Graduate School of Journalism, opines "Paying people to talk to you
poisons what they tell you. Would you trust a New York Times article if you knew the
reporter had paid the subject to talk?"5 Perhaps that’s why A&E’s own internal policies and
practices ban this practice with documentaries?
After initially learning of payments to participants in this A&E production, attorneys for Word of
Faith confronted Collins Avenue producer Francis Gasparini with the allegations that he and
his crew had paid those depicted in the production. Gasparini denied compensating those
who appeared and indicated that any payments made were small and intended to defray the
expenses of the participants. We now know that Gasparini’s comments were disingenuous at
best. Characterizing the multi-thousand dollar payments to Chad Cooper, for example, as
expense reimbursements simply does not square with the reality of what expenses Cooper
may have incurred for his participation, described by one of Cooper’s friends as several hours
per week of filming for a period of time. The potential participant who was offered $8,000
affirmed that the offered payment had no relation to their potential expenses, had they chosen
to participate. Surely Gasparini and his production company are conscious of the troubling
nature of the payments made to their documentary subjects. Perhaps that’s why some of the
offered payments were intentionally misdescribed. In another example, a production member
named “Jen” apparently wanted to compensate a former church member who was briefly
filmed in the background of a public place with another former Word of Faith member. Jen
indicated that while she couldn’t provide direct compensation, the former church member
could provide childhood pictures or videos of their time at Word of Faith. In return, Jen would
pay $250. Jen made it clear that she had no intention of actually using the media she
purportedly wished to purchase but this was merely a “loophole” by which she could put some
money in the former member’s hands for being filmed for a few minutes by the documentary
crew.
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Word of Faith calls on A&E to follow industry practices and principles for documentary
journalism and to abide by its own internal policies and practices. The payments made to
participants in The Devil Next Door production were significant and pervasive. A&E has no
choice but to decline to air this series just as they declined to air Escaping the KKK in 2016
for the same reasons. Failing that course of action – the only ethical course of action – A&E
will leave viewers of The Devil Next Door wondering if they are watching a work of fiction or a
work of unbiased journalism and whether those depicted in the series are paid actors or the
aggrieved former church members they present themselves to be.
Should A&E fail to accept its ethical obligation to cancel this series, Elizabeth Vargas should
denounce the practices of A&E and the production company in the series and decline to
participate further. Anything short of her total repudiation of this tainted production will only
tarnish her well-earned reputation as an award-winning journalist.
Members of the media may make contact per the instructions below regarding sources
referenced herein. Some sources will speak on the record. Others will only speak on
condition of anonymity for fear of retaliation by members of the Cooper family, the driving
force behind The Devil Next Door documentary series.
This morning, one of our parishioners spoke with A&E EVP, Corporate Communications,
Michael Feeney about what we have described herein. Feeney dismissed our concerns and
did not address the inconsistencies of this series with A&E’s previously-referenced standards.
Perhaps A&E has debased its standards.
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